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Motivation: 
To solve long-horizon problems with sparse and delayed rewards in

continuous control domains
State of the art: 

Contributions:  

Abstract

Ø The performances of subgoal-based methods heavily depend on
the careful goal space design.

Ø Using fixed pre-trained skills without further adaptation is often not
sufficient for solving downstream tasks.

Ø HAAR designs auxiliary rewards for low-level skill learning based
on the advantage of the high-level policy.

Ø HAAR supports the concurrent learning of high-level and low-level
policies.

Ø The monotonic improvement property of TRPO can be inherited in
our HRL method.

• HRL with Advantage-based Auxiliary Rewards (HAAR) carried out in
one high-level step. Within high-level step 0, a total of k low-level 
steps are taken. Then the process continues to high-level step 1 and 
everything in the dashed box is repeated. 

Schematic Illustration

The advantage function of high-level action at
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To encourage the low-level skills to reach states with greater values,

With a one-step estimation of the advantage function,

To balance exploration and optimality, HAAR anneals skill length with time
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Ø HAAR is able to learn faster and achieve higher convergence values 

in all the tasks.
Ø Training with skill length annealing helps the agent learn faster. 
Ø Subgoal-based methods totally do not work without the absolute 

coordinates.

Experimental Results

Ø Both low-level and high-level policies learned by HAAR are transferrable
and can facilitate learning in a similar new task.

Transfer of Policies

• HRL with Advantage-based Auxiliary Rewards (HAAR):
- Set auxiliary rewards to low-level skills based on high advantage
- Dynamically set skill length to balance exploration and optimality
- Monotonically improve the joint policy with auxiliary rewards
- Outperforms state-of-the-art HRL methods significantly

Conclusion

3.1 The HAAR Learning Framework69

Figure 1 illustrates the execution cycle of HAAR. At timestep i, an agent on state sh
i

takes a high-level70

action ah
i

encoded by a one-hot vector. ⇡l is a neural network which takes ah
i

and state sl
i

as inputs,71

and outputs a low-level action al
i
. Different low-level skills are distinguished by different ah

i
injected72

into this neural network. In this way, a single neural network ⇡l can encode all the low-level skills73

[13]. The selected low-level skill will be executed for k steps, i.e., ah
j
= ah

i
(i  j < i+ k). After74

this, the high-level policy will take a new action. The high-level reward rh
t

is the cumulative k-step75

environment return, i.e., rh
t
=

P
k�1
i=0 rt+i. The low-level reward rl

t
is the auxiliary reward computed76

from the high-level advantage function, which will be discussed in detail in the next section.77

Algorithm 1 HAAR algorithm
1: Pre-train low-level skills ⇡l.
2: Initialize high-level policy ⇡h with a random policy.
3: Initialize the initial skill length k1 and shorest skill length ks.
4: for i 2 {1, ..., N} do
5: Collect experiences following the scheme in Figure 1, under ⇡h and ⇡l for T low-level steps.
6: Modify low-level experience with auxiliary reward rl

t
defined in Equation (1).

7: Optimize ⇡h with the high-level experience of the i-th iteration.
8: Optimize ⇡l with the modified low-level experience of the i-th iteration.
9: ki+1 = max(f(ki), ks).

10: end for
11: return ⇡h,⇡l.

Algorithm 1 shows the learning procedure of HAAR. In each iteration, we first sample a batch of T78

low-level time steps by running the joint policy ⇡joint in the way shown in Figure 1 (Line 5). Then79

we calculate the auxiliary reward rl
t

introduced below in Section 3.2 and replace the environment80

reward rt with rl
t

in the low-level experience as {sl
t
, al

t
, rl

t
, sl

t+1} for 0  t < T (Line 6). Finally we81

update ⇡h and ⇡l with Trust Region Policy Optimization (TRPO) [16] using the modified experience82

of the current iteration (Line 7, 8). In fact, we can use any actor-critic policy gradient algorithm [20]83

that improves the policy with approximate monotonicity.84

In most previous works of skill learning and hierarchical learning [13, 21, 8], the skill length k is85

fixed. When k is too small, the horizon for high policy will be long and the agent explores slowly.86

When k is too large, the high-level policy becomes inflexible, hence a non-optimal policy. To balance87

exploration and optimality, we develop a skill length annealing method (Line 9). The skill length ki88

is annealed with the iteration number i as ki = k1e�⌧i, where k1 is the initial skill length and ⌧ is89

the annealing temperature. We define a shortest length ks such that when ki < ks, we set ki to ks to90

prevent the skills from collapsing into a single action.91

3.2 Advantage Function-Based Auxiliary Reward92

The sparse environment rewards alone can hardly provide enough supervision to adapt low-level93

skills to downstream tasks. Here we utilize the high-level advantage functions to set auxiliary rewards94

for low-level skills. The advantage function [22] of high-level action ah
t

at state sh
t

is defined as95

Ah(s
h

t
, ah

t
) = E

s
h
t+k

[rh
t
+ �hVh(s

h

t+k
)� Vh(s

h

t
)].

To encourage the selected low-level skills to reach states with greater values, we set the estimated96

high-level advantage function as our auxiliary reward to the low-level skills.97
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where R
s
h
t ,a

h
t

l
(sl

t
..sl

t+k�1) denotes the sum of k-step auxiliary rewards under the high-level state-98

action pair (sh
t
, ah

t
). For simplicity, We do a one-step estimation of the advantage function in Equation99

(1). As the low-level skill is task-agnostic and do not distinguish between high-level states, we split100
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